
Mornington Peninsula Port Phillip Bay PCOL/PORL  Re Activation 
MEDITATION 

We open this sacred space…..gong

Juliano stated in the activation of the Mornington 
Peninsula PCOL that:

“This PCOL has a great relationship with the ocean. It has very primordial energy which 
means the energy of the city is linked to the original source energy.  This city has an 
opportunity and ability to connect deeply with Gaia.  The primordial energy here indicates
there is a direct line to the spirit of the earth.  And this city has a great ability to work and 
influence earth’s feedback loop system.”  Our sister city of light in the galaxy is on 
Antares…the city of Horloch- Hey

When the Ocean Reserve was activated in 2016, Juliano said 

“With the wonderful protective field and attracting 5thdimensional energy, all who come 

around the bay will feel this force field of 5th Dimensional light in the Port Philip Bay 

Planetary Reserve of Light.   This bay is emanating a purity and great primitive light that is

of the core Life Force energy that has made this planet beautiful in all ways.”

Our sister bay of light is the beautiful Alano Bay on Alano.

We will raise the aura and the energy of the city and bay to the planet 
Alano, in the 5th Dimension. The earth and ocean have an aura just like 
humans and individual cities have an aura and the bay also has an aura. 
An energy field filled with the thoughts vibrations and other particles, 
even on a sub atomic basis, that make up the energy in this beautiful 
place. We will engage and raise the aura into the higher dimensions and 
this will offer an opportunity to purify the energy and make it 5th 
Dimensional interactive and sacred.

We’ll then download the energy back into the physical aspect on earth 
known as the Mornington Peninsula and Port Phillip Bay.

This will connect it with all the Planetary Cities of Light and the Planetary 
Ocean Reserves of Light on the planet.
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Grounding technique

Take in 3 deep breaths. pause

As we breathe in, imagine golden light coming down from the Central Sun
into your crown chakra. Feel this light going down your spine out through 
the soles of your feet into the core of mother Earth.

Then breathe this energy up from the core of Mother Earth through the 
soles of your feet, up your spine, and out through your crown chakra to 
the Central Sun.

Do this a few times. Longer Pause

Check your aura, is it in the shape of the Cosmic egg, sealed with the 
Arcturian Blue Light.  Any dents,  Smooth them out. Pause

Focus on your chakras, are they all aligned and alight in their various 
colours. 

See all the colours from your chakras expand into a halo of rainbow 
colours around your aura. Pause

Let’s raise our Light Quotient

We call forth Archangel Metatron and request a building of our Light 
quotient to the 99% level, or the highest level we can each receive at this
time.
We command all Arcturian masters,  Masters of Shamballa,  The Masters 
of Inner Earth  and Aboriginal Spirit Elders to join us today. 

Let us open up our DNA now. Together we sing

Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, Adonai Tzveaot” [Repeats three times]:

Visualise the many crystals placed around the perimeter of the 
Mornington Peninsula and Port Philip Bay, The crystals around the area 
are vibrating and sending a 5th Dimensional curtain of light around the 
city and coastline now.   Visualise a white light curtain, of 5th Dimensional 
energy and light. pause

Begin to shimmer the whole area in this beautiful field of Light. pause

Juliano lowers a basket from the starship Athena directly over the City 
and Port Phillip Bay, sending an umbrella of harmonic 5th Dimensional 
light over the City and Bay.
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Now the basket drops exactly on the points where the crystals are 
positioned and goes underneath the water and city to a point 500 feet 
below. Pause

Now very slowly, the basket begins to rise and as it rises it picks up all the
energy, all of the aura of the Mornington Peninsula and Port Philip Bay in 
this huge basket. 

With this white light as a curtain around this area, we raise the basket 
….very slowly, this beautiful basket is coming upwards to the surface and 
around the coastline and everything is raised up. Pause

The basket is now at ground level and it continues to be elevated 
upwards with all of the beautiful light and aura of the energy field of the 
city & bay. 

The basket rises up 500mtrs.........1000 mtrs ........2 klms…  upward…we 
lift up the etheric energy,               tatatatatatatatata,

into the beautiful blue corridor and up into the 5th Dimension to the moon 
planet Alano.

As it comes into the energy of Alano, the basket settles into the land and 
water around beautiful Alano Bay and the energy of Mornington Peninsula
and Port Phillip Bay settles into the 5th Dimensional vibration of Alano.

Golden healing 5th Dimensional light goes through the whole basket so 
that the basket with the aura of the Mornington Peninsula and Port Phillip 
Bay receives this golden light- this 5th Dimensional  light of Alano.

We purify the already beautiful light and etheric energy of the Mornington
Peninsula and Port Philip bay area and remove all negative energy by 
singing              Release, Release, Release. Pause

This 5th Dimensional etheric light energy is interacting with the etheric 
energy of the Mornington Peninsula and Port Philip Bay.

It is a sacred healing, filled with quantum healing omega light, special 
healing powers, special protective powers that neutralises any negative 
forces, radiation, pollutions, toxins that have come into or may come into 
the Mornington Peninsula city and Port Phillip Bay reserve. They are 
filtered and protected by this golden energy of omega quantum light. 

Omega light     Omega light     Omega light

Juliano continues to heal, purify and upgrade the aura of the city and bay 
reserve.  Purifying and re-activating. The purification and upgrading is 
now complete. Pause
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Now, we will begin the process of dropping the basket back into the 
Mornington Peninsula City of Light and the Port Phillip Bay Reserve of 
Light. Slowly the basket descends from Alano, filled with this golden 
omega light. The basket enters the earth corridor and the basket now is 
2klms over the city and bay. The golden light energy field can be seen as 
the basket is still beautifully placed above the City and Bay. The basket 
aligns itself with the crystals and on the count of 3 we do a perfect 
alignment of the basket and the crystals in the boundary   1.....2.......3.

The basket descends in perfect alignment into the city and bay in 
physical reality.

As it reaches the boundaries and goes exactly into the city and bay a 
beautiful glow of energy appears over the whole Mornington Peninsula 
City of Light and the Port Phillip Bay Reserve of Light pause 

Golden light that looks like sunrise, and sunset together. 
Beautiful colours - beautiful tones – depth of color and depth of field.
Those who are around the Bay will see in a fantastic way, a depth of field
which means you can see for long distances in perfect focus, this is a 
special
reflection pause 
we will spend a few minutes visualising this and holding the energy.

Let us now see connecting spirals of this golden light linking up with the 
ladder of ascension on Tomaree Head on the NSW north coast, just above
Newcastle. This is our nearest Ladder of Ascension and we see our city 
and bay energy directly connected with this vortex of energy.

Juliano has linked us with all planetary cities of light/planetary ocean 
reserves of light around the planet and with all galactic cities and 
bay/ocean reserves of light and those connections are now strengthened.

We send golden energy to our earth sister cities of Pasadena California 
and Karlstein Germany Juliano stated that we have great similarities with 
Pasadena California pcol, as we are both enthusiastic and reach out, we 
have great brotherhood/sisterhood energy between us, and
We share similar energy fields and have the ability to help each other.

We acknowledge our family link with our galactic sister city of Horloch-
Hey on Antares and we see that link being electrified with energy now.

Gaia is happy and joyful that we have all worked so well together today. 

We thank Juliano and Angel Metatron, for being with us today.
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We thank all the Arcturian masters, Masters from Shamballa , The 
Masters of Inner Earth and Aboriginal Spirit Elders who have been present
with us today.

Thank you fellow starseeds for sharing your love and light in raising the 
vibrations here today.

Let us now come back into our 3rd D bodies. Longer Pause, a minute………
Hover a few feet above your body pause

On the count of 3 we will perfectly align ourselves, 1....2....3
You are now perfectly aligned into your body.

Please check that you are grounded and go out to your aura edge and 
with your breath, smooth out any imperfections.

Namaste 
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